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Thank you for picking 
up the 24th issue of 
Explosive Runes! We 
here in the dungeon 
hope you appreciate 

it, and all the work that goes 
into it, every time. You may 
think it's magic and elves that 
makes it so great, but it's really 
the hard work of a small group 
of people, and then I come 
along and declare it "done".

So be sure to savor the issue; 
the words and art, and then go 
out and thank GodRosen, Grogg 
Tree, Jeff Kevlar, and especially, 
undeadrajib, for their hard 
work and dedication to making 
it happen. It could NOT have 
been done without them. And 
if you would like to play in the 

deep, dark bowels of the RPGX 
dungeon and help produce the 
next issue of Explosive Runes, 
we'd love to have you! The 
hours are long and the pay is 
non-existent, but it's fun, and 
you can hang with a great 
bunch of people, and give a little 
back to our great sandbox here. 

We need artists and writers, 
along with helpers to interview 
people, and proofread. And if 
you have a short story you'd 
like to share or some art you'd 
like to publish, we'd love to 
have it. Do you have unique 
ideas for monsters, villains, 
or treasure for an adventure? 
We'd love to share it with the 
rest of the universe. Even 
better, if you have an adventure 

Letter from 
The editor

Dungeon task master
Dirkoth

Dungeon crew
GodRosen, undeadrajib, Grogg 
Tree, Jeffkevlar

cover art

The cover art in this issue 
is Jeffkevlar’s take on 
‘Washington Crossing the 
Delaware’ by Emanuel Leutze; 
with an RPG twist.

artwork
Nycro Shears on page 21
undeadrajib on page 25, 27

Original art from The Starfinder 
Role Playing Game books by 
Paizo Publishing used in the 
review of the game under fair 
use clauses.

All other art is Public 
Domain Images taken from 
Karenswhimsy.com

or mini-module, please give 
us a thought, as we'd love 
to have it for the next issue. 
We truly can't do it without 
the help and contributions 
of all our members!

Speaking of the next issue, 
issue #25 will be coming your 
way in December, around 
the holidays. So if you have 
any holiday themed Role 
Playing ideas (that we can 
share here...), please consider 
joining our team, and making 
Explosive Runes the best 
little E-zine on the web. 

Happy gaming!

Dirk
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EvERY YEAR around 
the December holidays, RPG 
Crossing hosts a membership 
and charity event to raise 
money for Mental Health 
Research. This was our 
sixth year of doing so, and 
it was a great year!

In 2017, we hit new highs, 
and through our members, 
managed to raise $1570 
to donate to the Brain and 
Behavior Research Foundation. 
As a side benefit, we enrolled a 
lot of community supporters, 
which helps the site continue 
to operate and upgrade. 

rumours
In the Tavern

Last years’ $1570, when 
counted with the previous five 
years of donations, puts us at 
nearly $5000 raised to help the 
cause. And we will be doing 
it again this winter! Be sure 
to participate and help our 
community, and brain research.

Thank you to everyone who 
participated in RPG Crossing’s 
December membership and 
charity drive. Together, the 
RPG Crossing community 
raised much needed funds to 
support mental health research 
and improve the lives of those 
affected by mental illness.

chariTy 
fundraiser & 
memBership 
drive

A roundup of the latest news 
and happenings from around 
the RPGX community.
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new player 
solo game

IF YOu are new to the site 
and confused about how play by 
post gaming works, we have a 
place for you! Or, maybe you are 
new, have some idea how the 
site works but want a chance to 
try out a game to make sure this 
is what you are looking for. Or 
maybe you just want someone 
to walk you through the basics 
in a game-like atmosphere. 
If any of those sound like 
you, then why not check into 
playing a solo game called 
The Tower of Mage Newby?

This is a solo game to 
teach new site members and 
players on this site the basics 
to help them along. It is run 
by volunteer DM’s in multiple 
game systems and editions, 

to help those new to PbP get 
their feet wet in the system. 
Every new member who wants 
to play will be accepted!

So far, over 920 new players 
have braved the Tower of the 
Mage for New Players, and 
survived to graduate! This 
includes those gamers new 
to Dungeons and Dragons 
versions 3.5, Pathfinder, 4e 
and 5e along with gamers in 
the 13th Age System. Right 
now, 5th Edition of DnD is the 
most popular, with a bit of wait 
for our volunteer DM’s to get 
games up and running, but we 
are adding new volunteers all 
the time to keep the queues 
as short as we can. Thanks for 
your interest and your patience!

An extra thank you to all those who 
offered special prizes during the drive:

Thank you to Michael McCarthy, 
who donated a PDF bundle of his RPG 

accessories to send out very soon 
to all participants! So generous!

Thank you to Warren Wurzburger, 
who donated signed copies of his 

book “Memoirs of a Fire Chaplain” 
to those who participated during 

the last 12 hours of the drive!

Thank you to Pelgrane Press, 
who donated seven copies of “The 

Strangling Sea” during the drive!

Thank you to Evil Hat, who 
donated four $25 PDF prize 

packs during the drive!

Thank you to Magpie Games, 
who donated six of their published 

PDFs during the drive!

Once again, thank you to all of 
you who participated by purchasing 

a membership or making a direct 
donation through our team portal.
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ouTplay
2018

THIS YEAR, there was 
a huge shakeup in Outplay. 
Before, it had been a bracketed 
elimination-style tournament 
for years past, culminating 
in a system-less roleplaying 
round. This year, all fifty 
competitors entered a pair of 
identical dungeons (one for 
Pathfinder and one for 5e DnD) 
where they faced off against 
challenges of all sorts - and one 
another in direct competition 
- to see who could claim the 
most treasure points between 
the treasure they collected, 
the awards for interesting 
play by the judges, and the 
cheering from the crowd.

For 5e, this year’s outplay 
champion is jbear, whose 
character ulysses/Osa Echo 

ended with a huge lead and a 
total of 29 points! She bested 
the Dead Lord, the only monster 
to claim the life of a competitor 
this year, and managed to 
escape the Magi’s Cleaner - a 
terrifying lead golem! This 
year’s Pathfinder outplay 
champion was DAquilina’s ulf, 
who came out with 31 points - a 
last-minute lead gained through 
a stellar closing post in the 
Warrior’s Gate after wrestling 
with his madness and being 
trapped in a collapsing room.

~RonarsCorruption

IN FEBRuARY, Eleven Sided 
Die was announced as the winner 
of the 2017 Post of the Year, writing 
about his PC Ameya. One of the 
things that made the post stand 
out was that Eleven-sided Die did 
an actual Harrow card reading 
prior to writing and used that as a 
basis for the post. Eleven Sided Die 
managed not only to make something 
as trivial as flipping cards on a 
carpet into an interesting read, but 
turned it into a bit of insight into 
who Ameya is and what drives her.

The Post of the Month 
recognition is still going strong, 
so remember to nominate YOuR 
favorite post every month. They 
can't win, if you don't nominate!

posT of 
The year

https://www.rpgcrossing.com/forumdisplay.php?f=9163
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Here’s a list of the clues 
given and their relationship 
to our Bunny, Choco!!

1 Our bunny is not the 
energizer bunny. She did 
try to outplay or outlast the 
others, however, twice. 
Choco has participated 
in Outplay two times.

2 Our Bunny is 
very welcoming. 
You’ll find Choco a lot in the 
New Player Introduction Thread 
saying Hi! to the new folks.

3 Bangers and Mash? Not so 
much. Veggie and Mash? Yum. 
Like a rabbit, Chocoladevla 
prefers vegetables to meat. 

4 Wij houden van Oranje! 
Choco is from The Netherlands!

5 One of our bunny’s 
progeny is named after 
a Disney character. 
She named a daughter Tink.

6 Our bunny 
has four eyes. 
Chocoladevla 
wears glasses, like 
many of us do. 

7 Our bunny 
is well read, 
sometimes 
three at 
once! 

WE ARE happy to 
announce that Explosive 
Rune’s very own undeadrajib 
was the 2018 winner of the 
“Easter Bunny Hunt”. 

undeadrajib found a 
mess of hidden eggs (all 16 of 
them!!), secreted away by that 
mysterious cuniculus, and then 
put the clues together to figure 
out that this year’s bunny was 
none other than the Greeter of 
New Players, chocoladevla!

undeadrajib was awarded a 
prestigious (artisanal) graphic 
image to commemorate his 
achievement as the 2018 
Easter Bunny Hunt Winner.

The 2018 easTer Bunny hunT

She loves to read books, and 
sometimes, flips between 
two or three at a time!

8 Our bunny raises 
plants she can’t eat. 
As much as she loves vegetables, 
there are some that don’t love 
her, so she ends up growing 

them for her family to 
enjoy, but she doesn’t.
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9 Our bunny speaks 
four languages, not 
including Bunny. 
Like many Dutch, Choco 
speaks multiple languages. 

10 Our bunny wears a 
size 39 shoe. Sometimes, 
two different ones! 
European size, of course, 
and yes, sometimes she’s 
been known to mismatch 
her footwear!

11 Our bunny is 
fearless. Except for 
ladybugs, and escargot. 
Chocoloadevla doesn’t 
like either one. 

12 Our bunny lives 
near a forest, and can 
masquerade as a Unicorn. 
Not only does Choco live 
near a forest, she owns two 
sets of unicorn Onsies!

13 When our bunny 
isn’t playing Dungeons 
and Dragons, she just 
plays a purple dragon. 
Choco is a huge fan of Spyro!

14 Our bunny has an 
acquired taste, doubling 
down on salt. 
Choco loves double salt 
drop (the Dutch treat!)

15 Our bunny doesn’t 
do mic drops, she 
does zout drops. 
Again, refering to the 
Dutch Licorice treat. 

16 Our bunny likes 
exploding kittens. Actual 
kittens are not harmed. 
Choco enjoys playing the 
Exploding Kittens card game 
with family and friends.

IN 2017, we added five 
new folks to the moderation 
team: Inem, Ion2Atom, Neqq, 
Bhelogan, and chocoladevla. 
Thank you to all our present 
and past moderators who 
together set the wonderful 
tone of this community. Please 
take a moment as you are 
considering the year past and 
the year to come to think on 
their contributions. They make 
things like the New Player Solo 
Games, Iron DM, Outplay, Post 
of the Month, Explosive Runes, 
and Hall of Fame possible, 
and also work daily to help 
game masters create effective 
game ads and keep the site 
friendly and spam free. 

There are also some great 
member-run initiatives that 

are worth checking 
out if you haven't 
already, including 
the long-running 
short story 
competition and 
the Writer's Block 
initiative. I'd also 
like to give a shout 
out to everyone who 
takes a moment 
out of their day 
to welcome new 
members to our 
community - thank 
you! If you are 
running something 
like this that I 
haven't mentioned, 
please send me a PM 
and let me know!

~ Birched

our sTaff
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HAvE YOu ever looked at your out of 
control, murderous little goblin character 
and thought to yourself, “I wonder what 
would happen if I gave him a laser and 
set him loose on a space station?” (And if 
you haven’t... I dunno, man. I’m not sure 
that we even speak the same language…)

Well thanks to the fine folks at Paizo 
Publishing with the release of Starfinder 
you can stop wondering and start playing! 
Released at GenCon 50, the new sci-fi/
fantasy rpg scratches that itch caused 
by your desire to fly a spaceship while 
shooting magic missiles at space pirate orcs. 

But is it any good? Let’s find out.

Overview
So is this game just Pathfinder set in space? 
The correct answer to that is yes. Also 
correct would be no. This game is a spiritual 
successor to Pathfinder set in the same 
universe thousands of years into its future 
and as such, will feel very familiar to many 
longtime Pathfinder fans. It does however 
take a new, fresh look at the story and 
mechanics. Personally I think that they did 
a very good job of updating the system and 
giving us an actual new product as opposed 
to slapping a new skin on an old one. 

what is available?
This is still a relatively new game system 
so the number of official resources is small. 

game review

starfinder
Our very own Jeffkevlar brings you this exclusive review 
of  the new sci-fi/fantasy rpg from Paizo Publishing.
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setting, but the books and 
the Starfinder Adventure 
path game supplements are 
set in the official world. 

While many planets are 
introduced, each with an 
interesting story, such as Eox - a 
planet of the undead who are 
members of an interplanetary 
pact with ones that feel more 
familiar; or Castrovel, a jungle 
planet where elves can be 
found, the game introduces 
Absalom Station as a focus. That 
name might sound familiar.
Absalom Station rotates around 
the sun (which has been 
developed as a kind of high 

tech fire temple) in the place 
where the planet Golarion 
once existed. That name 
might be familiar as well. 

The main conceit of the game 
is that the planets in the 

system with Golarion 
were all in contact 

with one another 
but interstellar 
travel was too 
long and difficult, 

requiring vast machinery 
and magic. Then The Gap 
happened. It is a gap in the 
memory of all races that lasts 
a couple of hundred years. 
After The Gap memories begin 
again as normal. Within The 
Gap Golarion was destroyed 
or removed and Absalom 
Station is all that is left. No 
one knows what happened. 

Shortly after The Gap, a 
mysterious new god gifted all 
intelligent races on all planets 
with the knowledge of Drift 
Travel, a way of leaving the 
material plane for the Drift 
and quickly traveling to any 
point in the universe. The Drift 
is mysterious, populated by 
monsters and every time a 
ship enters it a piece of reality 
is removed from the material 
plane and dumped into the drift. 

The book (and the Alien 
Archive) introduces many 
new races as well as the 
familiar ones, each with their 
own sci-do backstory.

As of right now there is the 
core book, which contains all 
the information that a player or 
GM needs to play the game, two 
officially published Pathfinder 
Adventure Path modules (set in 
the world introduced in the core 
book), and very recently the 
Alien Archive, which is a kind of 
Monster Manual for the system.

the stOry/ wOrld
So like I said, the core book 
is set in the same, or a very 
similar world to the original 
game. A GM can, of course 
use the rules and create 
their own homebrewed 

There are organizations 
provided, including a new 
pantheon of gods, corporations 
and the good old Starfinders 
which, as you might have 
guessed, are the descendants 
of the Pathfinders but, 
you know, in space. 

CharaCter 
MeChaniCs
The thinking behind designing 
this RPG seems to have 
been: keep what works and 
people love, but pare it down 
a bit. I personally find the 
system more streamlined and 
elegant than Pathfinder.

Many of the mechanical 
aspects will feel very familiar. 
It is a D20 system that we all 
know well. The attributes 
are Strength, Constitution, 
Dexterity, Wisdom, Charisma, 
Intelligence. There are skills 
which you buy ranks in, which 
give bonuses and minuses to 
rolls. Characters have hit points 
and armor classes. All old news. 

Some things, however, are 
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different. A character has 
both Hit Points (HP), Stamina 
Points(SP), and Resolve 
Points(RP). HP are determined 
by class and represent actual 
damage to a character and 
SP are derived from attribute 
points and represent a 
character’s luck and toughness 
in avoiding real damage. 
When a person is damaged, 
the SP are reduced first and 

can be easily recovered and 
HP are removed after the SP 
are spent and take more time 
to repair. Resolve points are 
used to recover SP or trigger 
certain feats and abilities.

There are two armor classes: 
KAC (kinetic armor class) 
which protects from physical 
attacks and EAC which 
protects from energy attacks. 

more playable races. Each race 
provides its own bonuses, 
minuses and story color. 
Then you choose a class. 

Envoy: Plays the role of a 
‘face’. They provide buffs 
in combat and negotiate.

Mechanic: Well they fix things, 
don’t they? They also get to 
choose between a pet drone 
with its own set of skills and 
weapons, or an exocotex that 
allows them to use an AI to 
help with all sorts of stuff. 

Mystic: The catch-
all magic user. I’ll talk 
about magic shortly. 

Operative: Who can act as 
your party’s rouge but with 
interesting trick attacks, or 
can be focused as a hacker. 

Solarian: Basically a Jedi. 

Soldier: Good old fighter. 

Technomancer: The other 
kind of magic. See below. 

building a 
CharaCter
This is where, in my opinion, 
they got things really right. 
using their system two 
people can make a mechanic 
and in the end have totally 
different characters. 

First one must choose a theme 
from the list of Ace Pilot, Bounty 
Hunter, Icon, Mercenary, Priest, 

Scholar, Spacefarer, 
Xenoseeker, or 
themeless. Each 
theme is like a skin 
that you put over a 
character class to 
personalize it and 
acquire certain skills.

Next a person chooses 
a race. The book 
presents seven, a mix 
of rodent people, bug 
people, lizard people, 
humans, androids, 
as well as conversion 
rules for traditional 
Pathfinder races. The 
Alien Archive includes 
something like twenty 
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So, as you might guess, by 
mixing up the combinations 
of above you can get multiple 
different kinds of characters. 
You might have an Ace Pilot 
Envoy, a Spiritual Mechanic 
or a Mercenary Mage. And 
that’s before you consider the 
flavor that a race provides. 

MagiC
Magic is handled a bit 
differently in this game. 
There is no real distinction 
between kinds of magic, beyond 
magic and techno magic. 

There are two Spell lists. Mystic 
magic and techno-magic. 

The concept is that, in terms of 
mystic magic there are many 
paths but lead to the same 
place. So there are no clerics 
but you can craft a religious 
character who focuses on 
healing spells. All mystics have 
access to the same spell list 
and their character creation 
and advancement choices 
shape how you access that. 

Technomancers use a magical 
interface with technology to 
access their spells. Honestly 
these seem like re-skinned 
regular spells but it works. 
For example, instead of 
burning hands there is a spell 
which is the same but you 
use ‘the energy in the wiring 
and mechanical machines 
around you’ to shoot fire out 
of your hands in a cone.

gaMeplay
If you are familiar with a 
d20 system or any of Paizo’s 
products you will feel very at 
home in this setting. You roll 
d20s add bonuses, subtract 
penalties and try to beat a set 
challenge, EAC (energy armor 
class for energy weapons and 
spells), KAC (kinetic armor 
class for archaic weapons) or 
skill checks with a DC set by 
the GM based on the situation. 

spaCe battles
Here is where I think the 
system is not at it’s best. There 
are aspects I like. Each round 
is broken into different kinds 

of actions people can take 
including piloting, captain 
actions ( where your captain 
can encourage the crew giving 
out buffs), engineering (repair 
of ship or systems), science 
officer (giving buffs, scanning 
the other ship, etc) and gunnery. 

This system does allow for 
everyone to act in space combat 
which is great because it 
means that no one has to sit, 
twiddling their thumbs while 
two players do everything. 

Building ships is fun and 
as you advance in levels 
you gain points to put into 
modifying your ship.

The system for establishing 
DCs for stunts and actions in 
ship combat, however, seems 
broken. The base difficulty 
for most pilot actions is 15+2x 
ship’s tier. This means that 
as you advance in levels your 
actions become more and 
more difficult. I understand 
that the idea is that it’s harder 
to operate larger ships but it 

seems kind of unfair. There are 
homebrew systems people have 
come up with that makes it a 
bit more elegant. You will just 
have to google those yourself. 

COnClusiOn
In conclusion I have really been 
having fun in this system. It 
is not without issues but it’s 
familiar, fun and the setting 
they came up with has enough 
meat to build off of, while at the 
same time being open enough 
that you can 
really 
do 
your 
own 
thing. 

I foresee 
myself 
playing 
in this 
sandbox for 
a long time 
and hope to 
maybe see 
some of you 
guys there!
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shorT sTory

moon's 
Apprentice

by GeneT

SHE WAITED. Her breath a slow whisper 
across her lips, one hand holding the dagger 
firmly in place as blood ran in thin traces 
from the man's chin down her arm. She 
supported his weight least it clatter to the 

ground and spoil her entrance by alerting other guards 
somewhere within the compound. She had stabbed him 
needle quick until the hilt jammed against his jaw and 
the tip of her blade peaked just above the top of his head.

He had blinked once but made no sound in dying. 
His eyes were blue. His lashes blonde. His face young, 
younger than hers. She remembered the sound of his 
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voice while easing him to the 
ground. Her other hand cupped 
the back of his head gently as she 
laid him down, a pile of jumbled 
flesh that had warmed her once. 
His laughter had been easy and 
pleasant. The smell of his skin 
enjoyable. Enough so that she 
had forgot why she had needed 
to use him and remembered 
that few ever really had a choice 
in life. Most did what was 
necessary and let it taint the rest 
of their days so long as they kept 
breathing. Few left had a laugh 
yet so open as his during those 
nights she had spent with him.

She used his cloak to wipe his 
blood from her skin and avoided 
the rest of the house by climbing 
up the rough stone wall. There 
was no need to kill every 
guard to get inside. Just the one 
manning the outer gate. Just the 
one. Somewhere near the top, as 
her fingers gripped the sill of a 
window, she paused and looked 

down. She could see him in the 
shadows. She had not expected 
him to be there manning the gate. 
He should have been elsewhere. 
But he was not. She had left his 
eyes open. He deserved to look 
into a dark sky filled with stars 
and have some other God than 
hers collect his spirit. She would 
suffer for such disobedience and 
the thought of it momentary 
broke her concentration. There 
were some things that she could 
not yet overcome, but he was 
worth the sacrifice. 

She eased over the edge of 
the window like a cat coming 
home from ranging. Smooth. 
Quiet. Silky in the darkness. 
Padding down the corridor, she 
neither kept to the shadows 
nor did they keep to her. A fire's 
light flickered unseen warnings 
across the room's ceiling as she 
entered and re-closed the door.

He was reading to his 

daughter, sitting with her in his 
lap in a high backed chair before 
a modest fire. The two of them 
still wore their festival regalia, 
although bits of mud were 
splattered across the low swirls 
of the girl's dress. His voice was 
mesmerizing as he read, but she 
tried not to listen. Those were 
memories that she could not 
afford and had long given up to 
the night.

"Send her to bed," she said 
while sitting in the cushioned 
chair next to them.

Startled, he nodded. He 
could add accurately enough 
and the sum was not in his 
favor. Complicating the addition 
would only make the calculation 
more costly in the end and 
she could see love in his eyes 
for the girl regardless of what 
he did to others. Hugs were 
quickly done to quiet the girl's 
questions. Kisses were given 

She eased 
over the 
edge 
of the 
window 
like a cat 
coming 
home 
from 
ranging. 
Smooth. 
Quiet. 
Silky. 
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as is customary when sending 
one's daughter to dreaming. And 
Kamali E'asu met her little eyes 
when she began to leave for her 
bed. Fear is not something that 
should burden the young, even 
one of a man who burdened 
many with it.

"Did you come to hear a story 
too?" she asked, pausing close 
enough that Kamali could feel 
the warmth in her body.

"No."

A little frown.

"Why not?"

"I'm too old for stories."

"Poppa says one's never too 
old for stories," the girl stated 
as if it were a divine truth.

"Does he? Well, then 
maybe just one."

"Good," the little girl 
said, returning to her 
father, a smile of success 
lighting her lips. "One it 
shall be. But what?"

"Shush," the man said. 
"There no time."

"There's time," Kamali 
countered. "There's 
time enough for one."

He met her eyes and nodded. 

"Which one?" asked the girl.

"The Hare and the 
Raven," Kamali said.

"Ooh. I like that one."

Two pair of eyes looked upon 
the man, waiting for him to start 
the telling. Both sets were filled 
with wonder, none of which 
ebbed as he spoke the words. 
Life is such a strange thing. 

Sometimes there is just enough 
left for a small story like the 
Hare and the Raven, a little girl's 
laugh, and a poor woman's soul. 

Death can wait. That's what 
Kamali would have told him if the 
noble had asked. It can stand by 
the door and listen to the story 
if it wants. She wouldn't mind 
so long as it kept its grimness to 
itself. But it'll wait its turn. No 
amount of gold or oath sworn 
could buy that from Kamali. The 
time of dying was hers to decide. 
Not the other way around. Even 
for this man, broken and mean 
as his life was, Death would wait 
behind a man's daughter and 
one last story. The punishment 
would be worth it.

Her blood is not noble, or pure, 
or worth the paper it smeared. 
But she did it quickly. Not for 
him. For his daughter. For the 
story. The two of them waited 
until they were sure the girl was 
gone. Quiet moments in which 

their eyes never left the other's 
face. And then, between breaths, 
they moved by instinct. She let 
him recover the small sword 
that was part of his Festival 
regalia. It was more than just a 
prop. More than some dull piece 
of steel, weighted hand heavy, 
and with a slippery grip. But it 
didn't matter. And something in 
her did not wish to dance. Did 
not want to let him think there 
was a possibility. Maybe she 
thought she owed his daughter 
for calling up her own memories 
and giving her a moment, even if 
small, in which she was returned 
to another time when the fate of 
her person was still undecided. 
When a God had not taken her. 
So when he bowed his head and 
they came together, she did not 
join his arms or settle her hips to 
allow him to lead. She slithered 
thru his strike and between his 
feet like oily smoke and put her 
dagger into his throat while 
wrapping her free hand around 
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his waist, pulling him close. 
Their eyes continued to peer into 
each others until his weakening 
made him drop his sword with 
a clatter and he coughed blood 
onto her lips.

As he began to falter, she 
guided him back into his chair 
and closed his eyes with one 
hand. He looked more than she 
expected him to be and his voice 
making the words of the Hare 
and the Raven echoed inside 
her. It would have been simpler 
if that had been the end of it. As 
she turned to go, she paused to 
wipe his blood from her blade 
across the arm of the chair and 
heard something wrong in the 
quiet. A whisper of breathing. 
The tinkling of quieted armor. 
The glint of a sword's edge 
against a man's nervousness.

Bolting past the chairs 
and fire, Kamali mounted the 
rim of an open window and 

stepped out onto the narrow 
ledge. Without looking back, 
she scrambled along the ledge 
line of the third floor as heads 
of guards poked out her window 
exit. Cursing, guards shouted 
orders and Kamali ran along 
the edge to the corner. She had 
little choice. The heads of guards 
began appearing out of the 
windows to her right and left. On 
the grounds, other guards ran 
and peered into the dark to spot 
her. Gathering her legs against 
the wall, she lept out toward the 
house's surrounding rock wall. 
The distance was impossible 
for most men, but Kamali had 
easily made such jumps in the 
past. She flew thru the dark but 
something in the shouts of the 
guards weighed her down and 
she crashed unexpectedly into 
the wall. Right hand gripping 
the wall's edge, Kamali dangled 
against the wall, broken left arm 
limp against her side, wonder 
creeping into her mind at such 

unimaginable folly. Grimacing, 
she struggled to pull herself over 
until a crossbow bolt slammed 
into her back and she tumbled 
down the wall. 

Lying in a crumpled mess, 
she neither struggled to catch 
her stolen breath nor attempted 
to rise. She tried to turn her eyes 
for a glimpse of the stars, but 
her sight failed her as much as 
her legs had moments before. 
Death would give her no respite. 
She tried to laugh, but there 
was no air in her lungs to make 
such a sound. Instead, she let 
the memory of the gate guard's 
laugh and smell of his skin fix 
her as she fought against fading.

"Damn it," she heard a man 
say. "I said not to fire. We had 
her already."

"Apologies my lord. She 
was pulling up and over."

The 
distance 
was 
impossible 
for most 
men, but 
Kamali 
had easily 
made such 
jumps in 
the past.
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from her right chest and then up 
into the man's eyes.

They were green. The 
brightest she had ever seen. His 
red hair curled around the dark 
hood that covered his head. He 
frowned as he looked her over, a 
thin pale line in the middle of his 
face. He was young. A few years 
older than she was.

"Do you know me?" he said.
"Lord Reston," Kamali 
said, blood flecking her 
lips with the effort.

"The bolt will have to be 
removed. My apologies."

Kamali nodded but said 
nothing. It was hard 
enough just breathing.

His frown deepened for a 
moment as if reconsidering what 
needed to be done. The closest 
of the six guards in the room, a 

"Impossible."

"For the Moon's 
Apprentice sir?"

"Even for her."

"If you say, my lord."

She felt someone lift her as 
cloth was pulled over her head. 
For what seemed like hours, 
she floated in those arms, 
sometimes awake, but mostly 
not. Eventually, she was seated 
and the hood removed from her 
head. Slumped, favoring her left 
side, Kamali lifted her chin while 
fighting against pain to breath. 
The crossbow bolt in her chest 
a fresh lance of pain with each 
effort. 

The room was bright and 
gaudy, paneled in painted walls. 
The ceiling a mosaic with gold 
chasing. She glanced at the head 
of a crossbow bolt that peaked 

short broad man, put a hand on 
his arm as he moved toward her.

"My Lord. Let me do 
it," the guard said.

"Captain," he said. "Does she 
look dangerous to you?"

"Yes my Lord. Bolt and 
broken arm. She's still the 
Moon's Apprentice."

Shaking his head, Lord 
Reston stood in front of Kamali 
and snapped the bolt's head off 
its shaft. Moving behind her, 
he knelt and braced a shoulder 
against her back and grasped the 
shaft with both hands. Kamali 
could feel his even breathing on 
the skin of her neck. He smelled 
of oiled leather and cinnamon. 
He whispered "Ready" in her 
right ear and, as she took a 
breath to answer, snatched the 
bolt free. The rest she did not 
remember. 

She was laying in an 
obscenely soft bed but felt 
as if she had been dragged 

behind a horse for leagues. 
Opening her eyes, she promptly 
closed them against the 
morning's brightness. Her left 
arm was wrapped in between 
two wooden boards and her 
chest was bound by dressings. 
Breathing was minimally 
tolerable if it were shallow. Deep 
breaths caused coughing and 
pain. Propping herself on more 
pillows than was decent for any 
single person, she slowly opened 
her eyes again. The brightness 
was far less blinding than the 
first time as Lord Reston's head 
blocked the sun's glare from the 
window.

"You're awake."

Kamali nodded, but waited. 
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Life and finding herself in this 
bed would have a price. Leather 
straps held her legs and right arm 
loosely, but securely, to the bed. 
Her left arm was mostly useless 
and had been left unfettered.

"You should be dead," Lord 
Reston said. "A debt is owed."

Kamali smiled and shook her 
head. Her voice was rough 
and dry in her throat.

"The bolt was yours. 
There is no debt."

"I could have let you 
die instead."

"Of course," Kamali said, a 
few fingers of her right hand 
twitching as if waving away 
a fly from her face. "You want 
something. Why set up an evil 
man to catch me? Why expend 
such power?"

Lord Reston stood in stony 

silence. Kamali knew that her fall 
was no mistake. She had dreamt 
it in the small moments her pain 
let her sleep. A vision gift of her 
God. She watched herself fly in 
that dream world, the air curling 
around her in a colored mist. 
She was a sliver of the dark night 
piercing it, disturbing the color 
until it swirled in vague blurred 
eddies of blues and greens that 
melted into her until a bright 
line of power, a tendril the color 
of the sun, snapped from the 
haze beneath her to drag her 
down into the solid grey of the 
stone wall. And his face, Lord 
Reston, appearing above her, the 
remnants of that power lining 
the edges of his face, his eyes 
softly glowing.

"Do you really think I am 
alive because of you?"

"Yes," Lord Reston said.

Kamali shrugged. Men like 

him who had power always 
thought they made the world. 
That the power was innately 
theirs. That nothing else but 
their own intentions created 
decision. In a way, Kamali felt 
sorry for him. Blind and numb 
to the workings of life. unable or 
unwilling to submit to anything 
but the fantasy that they are 
in control and the Gods are 
superstition. 

"What is it then? What would 
you have me do?"

Lord Reston smiled. It was 
a crazy thing. Full of whimsy 
and prospect. The curling lips 
of a drunken soldier who finds a 
women under each arm thinking 
their own good fortune, or 
worse, the character of their 
person is solely responsible. Men 
who deserve to wake up with no 
clothes and an empty purse.

"Kill the Queen."

Kamali shrugged. 
Men like him 
who had power 
always thought 
they made 
the world. 
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Kamali lifted her eyes to Lord 
Reston. He was a child and if she 
allowed herself she would pity 
him. They were all children. She 
should pity them all. The sick 
and dying Queen for planning 
to solidify her daughter's claim 
to the throne by implicating her 
rivals in her own assassination. 
Lord Reston for believing this 
was the best way to protect the 
Queen's daughter and maintain 
control. The people who would 
die by numbers in the civil war 
that erupted in the aftermath. 
But she did not. She could not. 
Pitying them was worthless. Her 
God must be hungry. Or bored. 
Death had allied with War. 
Lord Reston's plan was nothing 
compared to the pacts of Gods.

Kamali E'asu eased into 
the Queen's chambers. 
Her body had recovered 

during the weeks Lord Reston 

and the Queen plotted. She was 
almost whole. The Queen waited 
for her standing by a window 
overlooking a large garden lit 
by the light of the night. The 
Queen was frail and thin, the 
disease having already eaten 
into her bones. Death already 
had a prize, but it wanted more. 
Gods always do. Kamali was 
silent upon the floor as she took 
position behind the queen and 
put an arm around her chest, her 
right cheek laid against the nape 
of the Queen's neck.

"I am ready. For my daughter," 
the Queen said.

"For Daughters," Kamali 
E'asu said quietly while sliding 
her knife into the Queen's 
spine, supporting the Queen's 
weight when Death took her. 
Looking out into the night, she 
closed her eyes against the 
brightness of the moon. There 
would be repercussions. Kamali 

would suffer and this time her 
disobedience would anger more 
than just her God.

She had quietly killed all 
of the Queen's enemies in the 
hours before killing the Queen. 
They lay in the endless sleep in 
the bed chambers of their own 
houses. They would raise no 
armies, fight no civil war, kill no-
one. Their sons and daughters 
would be content to gain control 
of their houses. 

Letting the Queen's body 
fall to the floor, Kamali slipped 
out over the window sill and 
jumped. The distance was great 
to the ground and garden below. 
Too great for any mortal. But in 
her own dream, Kamali was not 
a splinter of night that pierced 
the colors of life. She was bright 
as a ray of the sun. Dazzling in 
the surrounding blackness. 

She flew, arms out like wings, 

chin up, eyes open. She had 
stolen from War and Death, but 
Hope was an aspect of all Gods 
even if some did not admit to it. 
And although part of her wished 
that her actions would find favor 
enough with one of them to save 
her from Death, she did not care 
if she died. She cared only that 
this once the Gods had been 
denied. She fell brightly from the 
sky to the ground remembering 
the laughter of one guard and 
let it fill her. The sound of it. The 
smell of her skin against his. 
The color of his eyes and the 
reflection of her face in them as 
he touched her. He should not 
have been there that night. He 
should have been elsewhere. But 
was not.
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E
vERY YEAR, when things got 
busy with visiting family and 
buying presents, I realize 
that we (The Netherlands) 
are not really into Christmas. 

Most families with kids do the 'Sinterklaas'-
thing on the 5th of December and the 
rest of the month is kinda 'plain'. There 
is time to make posts, but a lot of players 
are on hiatus and a lot of games are 
taking a break till the start of January.

So, why not gather all the players that 
have the time and energy to get together, 
and roleplay some characters in a 5E 
Christmas themed one-shot? This year is 
the third year I am offering to DM 'The 
Darkest Night', so please think if you would 
be interested. Maybe ask some players you 
like to roleplay with to join your group or 

make a joint application. In the meantime, 
I will be working towards this event. I 
am aware of the time and energy running 
this project will cost and so I prepare and 
adjust. If you have been in this adventure 
before, do not hesitate to add your post-
of-interest and I will send everyone who 
has shown interest a PM mid-October.

Check out the original advertisement 
over here. If you are interested, think 
you will be around end of this year, 
and you have the time and energy, 
then add your interest over here and 
we will meet again in October.

The Darkest 
Night
chocoladevla invites you to be 
part of a special holiday themed 
one-shot.

https://www.rpgcrossing.com/showthread.php?t=168897
https://www.rpgcrossing.com/showthread.php?t=168894
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T
HE GRAND, never-ending War of 
Tugs has been a part of RPG 
Crossing for quite a long time, well 
over a decade. It has roots in the 
deep past, back when the site was 
still known as DnD Online Games. 
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of 

people have joined in over the years, creating an ever 
changing group of core games, new folks, and 
occasional visitors. 

The rules are simple: choose a side, and post. 
Post one number higher than the previous poster 
and you are an upper. Or, reduce the number by 
one digit from the previous poster and you are a 
Downer. There are a few game rules around the 
speed of your posts, and requirements to allow 
others to post between yours, but the rules are 
simple. Still, the game has generated a lot of fans.

GodRosen recently hunted down a few uppers, 
Downers, and a couple of scorekeepers to share their 
experiences. In between their real lives and their 
game lives on the boards, these uppers, Downers, 
and number-counters shared their recollections, 
and answered a few questions for us. After over 
70 completed battles and many more to come, we 
found they had a lot of interesting things to share.
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When did you take up score 
keeping and for what reason 
did you take up scorekeeping?

Zevonian: I think in late 2013, it 
looks like. The scoreboard was 
originally posted in December, 
and that TOW 18 subtitle was 
definitely one I created. I think 
it was just noted amongst us 
that the TOWs were highly 
popular and warranted having 
a moderator just check out 
the games now and then. 

Ion2Atom: I took up score 
keeping with TOW 64: under 
New Management. That was in 
mid 2017, so I guess its already 
been a year. How time flies!

Have you had any memorable 
moments as scorekeeper?

Ion2Atom: I don’t know if I 
have a special moment that 
stands out, but I do enjoy the 
excitement that the players 
express. There’s often a bit 
of friendly ribbing of the 
opposing teams, and at the 
end most players are pretty 
good sports about it all. It’s 
fun to see how invested and 
passionate the players get. 
Plus, that investment is how we 
came to add the MvP metric 
to each completed round; 
to acknowledge the most 
prolific players in the match.

What experience did you 
have with the TOW before 
becoming scorekeeper?

Zevonian: I had played 
in a game or two several 

years earlier.

Ion2Atom: I may have played 
a game or two before... but 
for what side, I’ll never tell. At 
least for now. Maybe if I ever 
retire from scorekeeping I’ll 
give it another heave-ho.

Each game has a different 
name. How do you come up 
with each TOW’s name?

Zevonian: I named the majority 
of the ones between games 18 
and 63. The titles at first just 
came from whatever I had been 
recently watching, reading, or 
listening to whenever I was 
notified that a game had ended. 
usually, not always. There are 
a couple references to RPGX 
April Fool’s Day jokes from 

 tHE SCOrEKEEPErS 
years past, but there’s also 
Monty Python and Star Wars 
references. Yes, I am aware that 
right around game 48 I began 
the pattern of referencing 
artists that had recently 
passed away. When I reached 
game 60, I thought I had done 
enough of those little tributes, 
and stopped the subtitles.

Ion2Atom: Mostly its 
whimsy, but I try to keep it 
somewhat topical to what was 
discussed in the last thread or 
acknowledging the efforts of 
particular players, such as the 
final tugger. Believe it or not, 
there’s quite a bit of chatter 
in between numbers, and we 
have a fair amount of cycling in 
players who play, so I probably 
won’t run out of material soon.
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How did you first 
hear about TOW?

MoonZar: I took an adventure 
through the depths of RPGX 
and came across the Open 
Roleplay part of the site.

Karlos: Another forum user 
by the name of Warson sent 
me a pm about the game 
shortly after I joined RPGX.

McQuiggin: My first TOW 
was way back in 2014. I was 
a fledgling dragon with about 
10 posts to my name when 
Moozuba (my instructor and DM 
for the Tower of Mage Newby) 
told me about the Tug Of War.

Black Jim: I was invited to play 

 tHE tuggErS, uH... warrIOrS?
tuggarIOrS? 

by some very positive people 
whom I respect, Moozuba 
and others brought me uP in 
TOW. Although others have 
tried to drag me DOWN since 
then, I’ve remained an upper.

DarkMemories: Someone 
popped into the Obsidian 
Champion’s OoC and 
said ‘Please join!’

Imveros: I was fresh on the site 
and found it in the open role-
playing tab. Figured it was a 
good way to meet some people 
and beef up the ol’ post count.

GodRosen: A friend of mine 
that I invited to the site found 
out from a NPSG DM about an 
open roleplay part of the site. I 

asked my guide/mentor to all 
things RPGX about said part of 
the site and when I heard what 
it was I went exploring. On 
9/20/2014 I found the Tug Of 
War and began participating.

Framm18: I was browsing 
the site and saw the thread, 
posted a couple times in an 
earlier game, then came back 
to it a couple months later, 
a little more seriously.

Do you remember the name of 
the first Tug Of War you joined?

MoonZar: Tug Of War 28: 
A Boat, A Fox, A Rabbit, 
And Some Cabbage.

Karlos: Yes, I remember it 

was number 75... Disaster 
Response Team.

McQuiggin: Tug Of War 35: 
Swimmin’ Time Enough At Last.

DarkMemories: Tug Of War 
36: The Luncheonette.

Imveros: Tug Of War 
65: Infiltration.

GodRosen: Not always I have 
to look it up but I always 
remember that it was the 
record smashing post count one. 
Tug Of War 28: A Boat, A Fox, 
A Rabbit, And Some Cabbage.
It ended up with a post count 
of over 14,000 posts.

Framm18: I don’t, but 
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think it was 67 or 68 when 
I really got into it.

How did you decide which 
team to pull for originally?

MoonZar: Joined as an 
upper because I knew 
some people in that side.

Karlos: I joined the same side 
as the person who introduced 
me to the game... also I like 
to support the losing side so 
I joined uppers (victory will 
one day be ours... eventually)

McQuiggin: Back then, team 
Down was pretty much getting 
defeated on a regular basis. 
Being a champion of the 
underdog that I am, I decided 
to join them. It didn’t help 
much but it got team Down 
another step closer to victory!

Black Jim: Down is not my 
direction. If I’m not moving 
up, I’m standing still.

DarkMemories: Downers 
were getting trounced on 

the regular then, so I sided 
with them. Seemed like they 
needed more people =)

Imveros: Not only were the 
Downers losing that specific 
battle, but the all time score 
was heavily skewed in the 
uppers’ favor at that time.

GodRosen: I was new to the site 
so I just choose to join the team 
of the first name I recognized. 
That was Neqq as he was 
a player in my game I was 
attempting to run at the time.

Framm18: I pull for the 
underdogs, and the uppers 
were down at the time. 
Plus isn’t a “Thousand” 
a much better sounding 
number than “Zero”? :P

Have you ever switched sides?

MoonZar: No

Karlos: No

McQuiggin: Absolutely NOT! 
Loyalty to the very end!

Black Jim: Nope

DarkMemories: Nope

Imveros: Death 
before dishonor!!!

GodRosen: Multiple times. 
Come to find out Neqq 
originally switched teams 
from uppers to Downers on 
Tug Of War 28: A Boat, A Fox, 
A Rabbit, And Some Cabbage 
in an attempt to help out the 
Downers. After a few games of 
being a Downer, he went back 
to being an upper. Being that he 
was the reason I started pulling 
for the Downers to begin with, 
I decided to switch teams with 
him. After a few rounds of that 
the uppers were winning with 
little to no resistance and TOW 
got boring for me. So I switched 
sides back to the Downer side 
to keeps things interesting 
and build up a resistance. 

Framm18: Accidentally 
I’ve pulled the wrong way, 
but think I have been an 
upper for the most time.

Have you ever “retired” 
from TOW? If so was 
it more than once?

MoonZar: Yes I’m retired. Only 
once, I didn’t really return.

Karlos: No, though my 
participation tends 
to fluctuate a bit.

McQuiggin: I’ve never officially 
retired from team Down but 
there was a period of time that 
I had to step away from RPGX 
completely. unfortunately, my 
wife was diagnosed with breast 
cancer and that took all of our 
time to defeat! She is currently 
four years cancer free!

Black Jim: I have been more or 
less active but never retired. 
I am currently playing in 
my last TOW and will retire 
when it finishes regardless 
of which side wins.

DarkMemories: I went inactive 
for a period after TOW 46, 
but not official retired.
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Imveros: Nope! Still 
going strong for almost 
nine months now.

GodRosen: Yes, multiple 
times. I Would still classify 
myself as retired now but...
Oh hang its been an hour I 
will be right back TOW post.

Framm18: Not yet.

Have you had any 
lasting memorable 
moments from TOW?

Karlos: Not really a 
specific moment, but the 
player Imveros has made 
an impression with his 
insane counts. I wonder if he is 
secretly a machine in disguise.

McQuiggin: The most 
memorable ToW for me was 
Tug Of War 67: Next Stop, Tug 
of War Trading Cards! The 
reason being is that I was 
getting back into RPGX after 
my hiatus I received a PM from 
my friend, mentor and leader of 
team Down, Imveros! The PM 

was titled “Help us Mcquiggin, 
You’re our only hope!” Being a 
super fan of Star Wars how was 
I suppose to say no to that!?!

Black Jim: Several. The 
dedication of some of the 
players has been impressive 
and there are great people 
tugging on both sides.

Imveros: I don’t recall if it was 
Pig or Atrayn who said it first, 
but the first time a Downer 
called me Boss. I never intended 
to be team captain, but it felt 
right when it happened.

Framm18: Probably how 
seriously unserious the game 
is played. Both sides are trying 
to win every game, but aren’t 
bitter if the other team wins. 
Also the fact that each page is 
consistently filled with two 
avatars at the current point 
in time, is just proof that both 
sides are having a lot of fun 
with such a simple idea/game.

Jeff 
Toons

Words: Arucard
Art: JeffKevler
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How did you first find 
RPG Crossing?

I was a gamer through 
middle and high school, the 
early and mid 1990s. I dropped 
gaming in college in beyond. 
Three or four years ago (while 
D&D 5e was in play-testing, 
though I didn't know it at 
the time), I saw my old game 
manuals and said "I gotta 
get back into this". But I had 
moved states 4 times since the 
good old days, leaving gamer 
friends behind, so I needed 
remote solutions. I started a 
roll20 game with old friends, 
and Googled around for online 
written-form gaming.

What was your initial 
thoughts of the site?

They were neutral early 
on - it's a little overwhelming. 
I actually started on three 
different PbP sites at once, to 
try them out and see what I 

liked about each. The other 
sites quickly disappointed 
while RPGX aged, with 
experience, like a fine wine. 
I haven't played on other 
sites for almost two years.

What is your favorite 
part of the site?

I know that the competitive 
nature of applications has taken 
a bit of flak recently, and it can 
be frustrating for inexperienced 
players, especially. But I say 
this with full confidence: 
competitive applications are 
what makes this site superior to 
all others. It's nerve-wracking 
and disappointing to work 
through. So is all competition. 
It forces everyone to step up 
their game. Writing quality here 
is shockingly high (especially 
in highly competitive games), 
and there is a very strong 
community. I didn't get this 
from other PbP sites.

meet
the winner of 

outplay
2017

Wynamoinen won the 8th season of Outplay with 
his character Princess Syarafina. Grogg Tree 
talked to the man himself to find out his story.

InTervIew
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How long have you been playing 
and what sort of experiences do 
you have with various editions/
systems? What has made you 
stick around and play RPG’s?

As above: I started as a 
12-year-old nerd boy, playing 
OD&D with the Red Box and 
later the Rules Cyclopedia. 
There were lots of Palladium 
games among my friends back 
then - Heroes unlimitted and 
Ninja Turtles and Rifts (I look 
back at Palladium rules now and 
shudder). Some Shadowrun, just 
as 2e came out. A little GuRPs.

Since I've come back to 
gaming in my dotage, I've 
played AD&D2e, tons of D&D 
5e (sorry, all, but I will never 
make the move to Pathfinder), 
Shadrowrun 5e, Exalted, 
Mutants and Masterminds. 
The latter two I learned so that 
I could play games on RPGX. 
I'm learning FATE right now 
for another RPGX game. One 
great thing about PbP - the pace 
makes it really easy to learn 
new systems and not embarrass 
yourself or slow down the play!

Face-to-face tabletop 
RPGX is just a fantastic way 
to cut loose with friends. Say 
dumb things, do dumb things, 
laugh, cry, etc, all in a safe 
nurturing space. I still don't 
have a meatspace game, but my 
ongoing roll20 game gets me 
about 75% of the way to the 
experience of full meatspace 
tabletopping. PbP, in my mind, 
forces you to focus on excellent 
collaborative storytelling. 
Storyteling is really a very basic 
human need; it's a way to make 
sense of the world around us. 
It's fundamental. It's rewarding. 
It sticks with us, as few other 
things do. I've also become a 
much better writer here, which 
is actually important for my 
job. It's a resume builder!

What was the initial idea for 
your character in Outplay?

Actually, Syarafina pretty 
much existed as she was played, 
right away when I made her, 
in November (yes, you read 
that right, I built my Outplay 
character 9 months before 
the competition started!). 

The only difference was that I 
built her as 11th level, and the 
competition was played at 5th 
level. So I had to re-spec a little, 
and I moved her backstory 
earlier into her life (she was 
25-ish at 11th level, so I made 
her about 17 at 5th level).

The real 'initial' difference 
was that I wasn't sure I'd play 
her. I made two characters in 
November. One was Sara, and 
the other was a Gollum-like 
"Panemonium-touched" half-
mad halfling Rogue/Sorcerer. I 
was on the fence about which to 
play until March (yes yes, still 
two months before competition 
started), when I became pretty 
convinced that Sara was the 
way to go. She had lots of 
great contrasts built into her.

Did you ever expect to end 
up the winner of Outplay?

Of course not! I did Outplay 
in 2016, and I only made it 
to Round 1. My goal in 2017 
was to make it to Round 2.

Obviously, any winner of a 
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competition is special. At what 
moment did you realize you 
had something remarkable on 
your hands in the contest?

Pretty early on, we learned 
that there was a god who 
summoned us to an illusory 
island, to basically torment 
us in a series of challenges, 
to decide who would survive 
to return to real life. Sara's 
one-sentence backstory is: 
"Beautiful fluffy stereotypical 
Disney princess, in training 
to become a cold political 
assassin who maintains the 
balance of power." She is just 
heading to start her assassin's 
training as Outplay started - 
she's never done it before. The 
god's games seem cruel, which 
tweaked her 'every creature 
is beautiful' Princess-ness. 
And if the god ended, we'd all 
be spared the trials. So she 
took this as her first assassin's 
training mission: kill a god!

Point being: I found 
a narrative arc, early on, 
that could take me all the 
way to the last post of the 

competition. That was very 
exciting, and gave me a goal to 
build towards, throughout.

Less of an 'aha' moment 
was just the way she played 
with other characters. Her mix 
of naivete and realpolitik was 
hard to resolve, and a lot of 
the characters she met were 
fantastic - jbear's Hannibal 
and oztk's Barkley stick out in 
my mind - and gave everybody 
lots of fodder for squabbling 
and cooperation and moving 
the narrative forward. A good 
character makes OTHER 
characters better. I benefited 
from that, without a doubt.

Name some special moments 
from Outplay that stick 
out in your head?

They were really emotional 
beats, rather than big combat 
wins, or successful die rolls. 
For example, Syarafina gave up 
her papers of position (an item 
that everyone with the "Noble" 
background gets, and no one - 
myself included! - really thinks 
about afterwards). But with 

that, she forsook her past Royal 
life, and set further upon her 
mission of cold resolve (even if 
she couldn't help "squeeee"ing 
at all the cute tiny things we 
bumped into along the way).

This is really self-indulgent, 
but the moment that most sticks 
out is my last post. First, like I 
said, I had built her whole arc 
around the concept of killing 
the god. So, this was finally her 
chance and she had to do it. I 

was sure she'd be struck dead 
in the attempt, and I'd lose the 
competition. But I HAD to do 
it. The story demanded. In that 
same post, however, everyone 
was given a chance to write a 
letter back to the real world. 
She ended up writing a very 
sweet letter to her 'Daddy', 
the king, that had this really 
manipulative (to the reader) 
device, where I revealed that 
she called adorable things 
'teeny-tinies', because that was 
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the term of affection her father 
used for her, when she was 
little. I actually made myself cry 
when I came to that realization, 
as I wrote it. It was ridiculous.

How do you feel the 
contest was run?

From the player's side, I 
thought it was great. I noticed 
no real hiccups. Judging is 
hard and thankless (thank 
you, judges!) and of course I 
had some quibbles. But I'm 
probably not the right person 
to answer this question. Since 
I won, self-interest prods me to 
say 'hey it was all great, right?'

One issue I've seen and 
experienced is that it's a little 
hard for new competitors to hop 
in. The expectations (what's a 
good app? What's the workload 
like once the games get started? 
How do I 'win' - how am I 
evaluated?) are not very clear. 
voices of experience often try 
to help, but they're 'unofficial'.

What changes would you 
like to see for next year?

Do you plan on competing 
again next year?

I should mostly remain silent 
on these. The answer to the 
second is: no, I'm not competing. 
I've, instead, started to get 
involved with the development 
of next year's competition.

Apropos of the previous 
question, perhaps we can add 
an FAQ to the Outplay boards, 
to help people acclimate to the 
system, and set expectations. 
Outplay is WORK. For the weeks 
when the game is on, you pretty 
much need to write a detailed, 
smart, creative, funny, emotive, 
dynamic post once a day for six 
or seven days. It would often 
take me two hours per post. I'd 
see the GM post, and previous 
player posts, and jot down 
some initial reaction notes in 
my iPhone's notepad. I'd tweak 
those and re-arrange them 
throughout the day, fleshing 
them out when I had time. 
Then once I had time to sit at 
a desktop and think, I'd stitch 
those notes into a full post. It 
was rewarding, but tiring.

Tell us about one of your 
worst habit or quality?

I interrupt people too much. 
Thank the gods that this is 
not really possible in PbP.

Which is your favorite 
language other than your 
native language?

I'm afraid I'm just a 
provincial American with 
limited experience in these 
matters. Tagalog is a pretty 
sweet name for a language. 
I bet the living language 
wouldn't disappoint. I've had 
a bunch of Brazilian friends, 
and Portuguese has a certain 
nasally melody that I like.

If you are a god, what would 
you do to the world?

Serious answer: I'd do my 
best to break that part of the 
human psyche that insists on 
comparing ourselves to others. 
90% of petty unhappiness 
comes from that, seems to me.

Which super power do you 
like to have and why?

I forget where I heard it, 
but there's a theory that there 
are two types of people in 
the world: people who say 
"invisibility" and people who 
say "flight". I'd like to say I'm 
a flight person, but I'm not. 
Let's avoid the creeper aspect 
of invisibility and focus on the 
social science - you could learn 
a lot about how other people 
"work" by being invisible.

What is your favorite book?
Most of the books that 

stand out in my mind right now 
are nonfiction. I'm a bigger 
nonfiction nerd than a fantasy/
sci-fi nerd. There's "The great 
war and modern memory" 
by Fussel. "Religion and the 
decline of magic" by Thomas. "A 
distant mirror - the calamitous 
14th century" by Tuchman. For 
me, the mark of a good book 
is that it changes the way you 

Fun Questions
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think about things afterwards. 
Fantasy is often amazing as you 
read it, but it's much harder 
for that genre to hit the 'it 
changed my brain' benchmark.

If you would like to go on a 
trip where would that be?

I'd really like to go to India. 
Did I mention my landlocked 
American life? I've been to 
precious few other countries. 
I hope to be one of those 62 
year olds who travels every 
few months. I'm not there yet.

What will you do if you 
have a time machine?

I can only deduce that I 
already did have one, and 
I am currently living the 
subjective experience of the 
paradox-free end product of 
my wacky adventures. I'm 
sure I did all the requisite 
Nazi-punching and Arch-Duke 
diverting along the way.

How would you react if you 
are transformed into a fish?

First I'd get my affairs in 
order, since I assume I'd be 
someone's dinner within the 

hour. Then, I dunno, swim in 
circles and make some sick 
whirlpools? If I was a tuna or 
a marlin or something badass 
like that, I might go take a 
shark down a peg or two.

What was the last movie 
you went to see?

The Last Jedi. Thor 
Ragnarok before that. I honestly 
can't remember what else I 
saw in theaters last year.

If you could be any character in 
fiction, whom would you be?

I feel like the right answer 
to this question is Cthulhu. Is 
that cheating? Roy Mustang 
from Full Metal Alchemist 
is pretty rock and roll.

If Hollywood made a movie 
about your life, whom 
would you like to see play 
the lead role as you?

Hoo boy. I think the accurate 
answer to this question is 
something like slapping a beard 
on Gilbert Godfried or Michael 
Cera. A more aspirational choice 
might be a (bearded) Hugo 
Weaving? Maybe if Elrond had 

a little of that pipe-weed.

If someone wrote a biography 
about you, what do you 
think the title should be?

- Can't Wyn for Losing
- Wyn-ner's Curse
- Wyna-morning in America
- I, Wyna, Rock and Roll all 
Night (and Party Every Day)
- I, Wyna, be Sedated

If you had only six months 
left to live, what would 
you do with the time?

Pat myself on the back 
for recently investing in a 
life insurance policy? I've 
got a well-developed case of 
children + existential dread, 
so huddling at home is the real 
answer. Wear some expensive 
comfy stylish clothes and eat 
lots of cheap trash, probably.

What is your favorite vehicle?
I'm not much of a 

gearhead. I have a soft spot 
for the X-men's Blackbird.

When cheese gets its picture 
taken, what does it say?

"Rennet"?

If it’s true that we are here to 
help others, then what exactly 
are the others here for?

It's a sort of cosmic 3 shift 
schedule, innit? Sometimes I 
sleeps, sometimes I helps, and 
sometimes I needs the helps.

If 4 out of 5 people suffer 
from diarrhea does that mean 
the fifth one enjoys it?

I don't think enjoyment 
is the only state of not-
suffering. I imagine that 5th 
person probably has more of a 
victorian stiff upper lip about 
the situation. "Pip pip, here 
come the squirts, old chap." 
Or "My boy, I do think I've 
rather extraordinarily soiled 
myself again." And so on.
Have you ever imagined a world 
with no hypothetical situations?
That timeline was starting to 
boil up during one of my jaunts 
with the times machine (I can 
only assume). I didn't like it, so 
I poked Emperor Constantine 
in the eye (it's logical to 
conclude), thereby avoiding 
that world but inadvertently 
spurring the foundation of 
the Roman Catholic Church.
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shorT sTory

The Pact
by undeadrajib

L
IGHTNING FLASHES outside the small high 
window and the roll of thunder rattles the 
glass. The rain peppers the walls, filling 
the dark, ramshackle warehouse with a 
low drumming noise. Ronnie hangs upside 
down, his feet tied to a steel hook in the 
ceiling with an iron chain. He drifts in 

and out of consciousness when another lightning strike 
flashes. But this one is different from the others. He feels 
a slight tingle in his extremities, despite the searing pain 
that burns through his body. The tingle wakes him. In the 
electric blue light, he finds himself alone. "Madarc**d", he 
curses, spitting out blood. 

This isn't where he thought he would end up when 
he got out of bed this morning. vikas 'Ronnie' Ranade 
woke up in the bed of his third girlfriend, Seema. He took 
a shower, called his wife to let her know he won't get 
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home until evening, then put 
on his police uniform. He had 
found Seema during a raid on a 
red light district. She has been 
trying to reform. He has been 
helping, in his own way. He left 
her tiny pigeon-hole flat and 
reached the station, the siren 
on his Jeep blaring through the 
sardined streets of Mumbai.

The call came in late 
afternoon. 

"No, listen, Jayesh Bhai! I 
don't have your money right 
now, but I will get it to you within 
the week", Ronnie pleaded. He 
wouldn't listen. "Abé chu**ye, 
this is not Amrika. Cops out here 
die by the droves daily. You may 
be on my payroll, but I won't 
hesitate to off you in a second. 
Now listen, your time is up. Get 
to my warehouse in Nala Sopara 
within thirty minutes. Got a 
little gift waiting for you. The 
lady friend you spent the night 
with. Don't keep me waiting, 
or you will be doing her panch-
nama in forty minutes."

A sane person would start 
packing their bags to get out 
of state at this very moment. 
Jayesh Bhai is an influential 
local politician and a well-
known philanthropist. He is 
also a mob boss and a certifiable 
psychopath who is the biggest 
distributor of MDMA in Mumbai. 
Ronnie owed him money. A lot 
of it. But he wouldn't run. He 
believed he has a silver tongue, 
one that gets him out of any 
situation. He smiles ruefully as 
he rolls his tongue around in his 
mouth, the tip of which he bit off 
during the beating. 

There is a sound outside the 
door. He goes still and listens. 
voices. Blurred. Then clear. 

"That R**di is still alive? 
That's kind of amazing!" "I've 
got a thousand bucks on the 
cop, that he croaks first." Then 
blurred again. 

Seema is alive! He did not 
expect that, after what they did 
to her in front of his eyes. Ronnie 
never felt anything for her, not 

really. But the way she looked 
at him is seared into his brain. 
It's his fault. She is here because 
of him. He has to do something. 
He has to save her if it's the 
last thing he will do. It is most 
definitely going to be. Ronnie 
starts pulling at the rope that 
binds his hands. It hurts so much 
he loses consciousness. Then he 
wakes up and tugs again. 

The rope seems to be finally 

A sane person 
would start 
packing their 
bags to get out 
of state at this 
very moment.

coming lose. Or he is sawing 
through his wrists. There's 
no way to know. Outside the 
window, lightning flashes again. 
He feels the tingle more sharply, 
moving along his arms and legs 
and into his core. It's done! The 
rope is off. All that remains 
now is to extricate himself from 
the chain around his ankles. 
While hanging upside down. 
Child's play! Seema's screams 
reverberate inside his head, 
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making him grit his teeth. He 
gets to work.

Turns out, the chain around 
his ankles wasn't tied too 
securely. No one thought he 
could get his hands free. With a 
bit of struggle, Ronnie is able to 
make the loop big enough for his 
feet to pass through. He lands on 
the sawdust-covered floor with 
a dull thud. They covered the 
concrete underneath him with 
the stuff so the blood would 
be easier to clean. Bleeding, 
half blind and disoriented by 
pain, he stumbles across the 
floor, bumping into chairs and 
spilling the torturer's tools off 
a table. He picks up a scalpel 
from the ground and grips it 
firmly. He is about to reach the 
door when there is a third boom. 
The warehouse is filled with a 
bright light. The tingle is now 
a constant unbearable strain 
throughout his body.

Everything in the room falls 
away as the white light fills 

his eyes. He feels as though he 
is floating in a cloud, his body 
weightless. In the next instant, 
he feels his back slam on the 
ground with a thump. He coughs 
a couple of times, finally able 
to take a deep breath. Opening 
his eyes, he is shocked by what 
he sees. Rather than the inky 
blackness of the warehouse, 
there is a now a clear blue sky 
dotted by a few puffy clouds.

Ronnie rubs his eyes, not 
sure what he is seeing. 'No, 
no, no! I can't be dead already. 
There's work to be done. Throats 
to be slit!', he screams internally. 
He looks for the scalpel in his 
hand. It is gone. Sitting up, he 
finds himself in the middle of an 
endless field of tall grass. 'This, is 
heaven? Nah, that's not possible. 
I don't get to go to heaven.'

From behind him, he hears 
a melodious female voice. "Been 
waiting for you." 

He turns around. Hovering 
above ground, seated cross-

legged on a giant lotus flower 
is a lady resplendent in a red 
sari and bedecked with a ton 
of gold jewelry. On her head is 
a golden tiara. To her side is 
a gigantic owl. 'What in hell? 
Goddess Lakshmi? The goddess 
of wealth? How the ... ?' Ronnie 
stands there, transfixed.

The goddess speaks. "You 
are in a bit of a predicament, 
son. What you decide now will 
determine whether you die 
nameless and filled with regret, 
or do something useful with 
your life."

"But why me?", Ronnie 
manages, as if that is the most 
important question right now. 
"I have never been religious or 
anything."

The goddess smiles. His 
heart gets filled with delight, 
almost forcibly. "In a way, you 
have always been devoted to 
me. You may not be religious, 
but you worship money. And I 

know you love a good bargain. 
So here's one for you. I send you 
back so you finish what you have 
to. Then you work for me."

"Doing what?"

"There have been certain... 
upheavals here in the recent 
past. I need someone with your 
skills and shall I say, scruples, to 
perform a few tasks for me. That 
is all you need to know right 
now. So, what will it be?"

Ronnie laughs. 'This is an 
interesting hallucination! I don't 
remember them putting drugs 
in me.' Deciding to just go with 
it, he nods and says, "All righ..." 
And suddenly, he is transported 
back to the warehouse.

But something has changed. 
His left eye is no longer sealed 
shut with matted blood. He 
blinks to get adjusted to the 
darkness. He feels his bare 
chest.  No rib poking out! In 
fact, he feels completely healed. 
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No, more than healed, he feels 
power! The scalpel is back in his 
hand. Time to make use of it.

Once again he walks towards 
the door, this time in full control 
of his body. Jogging up to a brisk 
pace, he slams his shoulder 
against the half-rotted wood and 
tin sheet. The door flies open. 

It is semi-dark in the corridor 
outside. But Ronnie's senses are 
heightened, more than ever. 
Every skittering sound, every 
moldy smell registers with him. 

Ronnie has been here many 
times. He knows the layout. He 
knows where they will have 
Seema. He takes a deep breath, 
and waits. It doesn't take too 
long for the goons to appear. 
They seem confused at first. 
"How did this ch***u get out?", 
they murmur. Then they come 
as one, their knives and daggers 
drawn.

The first one to reach him 
thrusts his knife out. Ronnie 
sidesteps, turns around, then 
slashes his neck with the scalpel 
in one sweeping motion. The 
blood spurts out and paints 
the floor. He ducks under the 
outstretched arm of the next 
guy. Then he kicks another 
square in the chest, launching 
him backwards into the exposed 
brick wall. The second guy cuts 
his shoulder from behind. There 
is a wet, squelching sound as he 
breaks his nose and perhaps his 
jaw with his elbow. 

Ronnie moves methodically 
through the rest of the group. 
Every movement is measured, 

Something has 
changed. His left 
eye is no longer 
sealed shut with 
matted blood. 

every strike finds something 
soft or something crunchy. It 
is a rhythmic, poetic dance of 
carnage. There is no magic here. 
It is all Ronnie.

In the end, there is one left. 
The poor sod tries to put up a 
fight. Ronnie tackles him to the 
ground and holds him down 
with his knee. He brings his 
palm to bear on his shaggy head. 
Crackling, splintering tendrils of 
energy start forming around his 
hand. Ronnie gives a slight push 
and the force leaves his palm 
like a ray of eldritch power. It 
hits the man in the face, turning 
it to liquefied mush. "Hmm. That 
is new", he mutters.

Ronnie stands up. His face is 
the mark of grim determination. 
There is still work to be done. 
"Seema!", he screams out. "Hold 
on! I am coming!" Out of the 
corner of his eye, he sees a large 
owl, perched high on a rafter. 
"She's here." 

Ronnie smiles.
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How long have you been 
GMing and what sort of 
experiences do you have with 
various editions/systems?

I've been playing D&D and 
other tabletop games since 
middle school, and I've dabbled 
in GMing about as long. Those 
early games weren't exactly 
what I would call 'good' though. 
I picked it back up again about 
ten years ago. Around the same 
time was when I joined this 
community, and I'd say that's 
when I really started in earnest.

I started GMing with 3.5e, 
though over the years I've tried 
my hand at Call of Cthulhu, 
d20 Modern, Pathfinder and 

of course Star Wars SAGA. I 
also have a known fondness 
for homebrew systems.

What was the initial idea for 
this campaign? At its most basic 
level, where did your inspiration 
for this adventure come from?

I've been a fan of Star Wars 
my whole life, pretty much as 
far back as I can remember. To 
that end, and for a long time, I 
wanted to play in a good Star 
Wars game. I'd played a few 
here and there, but regrettably 
they always seemed to be 
short lived, typically dying 
within a few months. After 
the last such a game - run by 
Moozuba - met the same fate, 

in conversation
with a hall of fame 

dm

inTerview

Melchior is the GM for the excellent Star 
Wars game Purge that has been running 
successfully since 2015. In 2017, it was inducted 
into the RPGCrossing Hall of Fame. Grogg 
Tree takes a peek behind the GM screen.
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I was encouraged by many of 
the other players to marshal 
the enthusiasm of the moment 
and start my own game.

But even with that decision, 
I had to decide what sort of 
game to play. I had several 
ideas bouncing around in my 
mind. I liked the idea of 'classic' 
Star Wars: the plucky good 
guys struggling against the 
evil Empire, but I've also long 
been a fan of games that allow 
players to explore, in a manner 
of speaking,  the shallow end 
of the alignment pool in a more 
realistic fashion. I couldn't 
really decide, so eventually 
I thought, 'why not both?'

Did you ever expect to end 
up in the Hall of Fame?

I knew the game was great, 
and certainly thought it was 
deserving of the honor, but 
I admit I was surprised by 
the results. There were some 
great games in the running.

Obviously, any Hall of 
Fame game is special. At 

what moment did you 
realize you had something 
remarkable on your hands?

Pretty early on, actually. 
To my delight, my players have 
been enthusiastic from the 
get go and continue to give 
me quality posts that inspire 
me to give my best effort, so 
as not to let them down.

Name some special moments 
from the game that stick 
out in your head (be it a 
challenging fight/puzzle for 
the players, some level of RP 
that was amazing, etc.).

There are almost too many 
to mention, but the climax of 
the first chapter stand out. The 
game is split into three parallel 
groups that had been largely 
independent from one another, 
with only occasional glimpses 
into the other stories as they 
orbited each other. I had always 
planned to bring them together 
for the climax, and I'm quite 
pleased with how it worked out.

No game can make it to the 
Hall of Fame without a good 

GM and good players. What 
criteria did you use to select 
the players for your game?

When selecting players 
the most important thing I 
look for is character. I want to 
see that they put thought and 
effort into fleshing out their 
character: their personality, 
identity and goals. I find far too 
many applicants tend to focus 
on mechanics first. I've said it 
before and I'll say it again: if the 
most interesting thing about 
your character is their fancy 
build, you're doing it wrong.

If you were to give one 
piece of advice to a new 
GM, what would it be?

Know your limits. I've lost 
track of how many DMs I've 
seen fall into the trap of biting 
off more than they can chew. 
I know the temptation that 
one can 'take on a couple more 
players' or 'handle running 
another game' and inevitably 
burning themselves out. I've 
done it. virtually every DM I've 
ever seen has done it. In many 
ways I consider it a right of 
passage. It's important not to 
let yourself get discouraged. 
Most of my games have lasted 
less than a year before dying 
prematurely for one reason 
or another, but I've learned 
something from each of them. 

 if the most interesting 

 thing about your 

 character is their fancy build, 

 you’re doing it wrong. 
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Tell us about one of your 
worst habit or quality?
Low Resolution.

Which is your favorite 
language other than your 
native language?
Everything sounds sexier 
in French.

If you are a god, 
what would you do 
to the world?
Write an unambiguous 
religious text.

Which super 
power do you like 
to have and why?
I'm going to go with 'being a 
god' from the previous question.

What is your favorite book?
Something with lots of pictures.

If you would like to go on a 
trip where would that be?
The other side of the fence. I 

hear the grass is greener.

What will you do if you 
have a time machine?
Take more naps.

How would you react if you 
are transformed into a fish?

*Blub blub.*

What was the last movie 
you went to see?
Waterworld. Have movies 
improved since then?

If you could be any character in 
fiction, whom would you be?
Nyarlathotep.

Fun Questions

If Hollywood made a movie 
about your life, whom 
would you like to see play 
the lead role as you?
Myself. I could use some of 
that Hollywood money.

If someone wrote a biography 

about you, what do you 
think the title should be?
'Almost but not Quite Good 
Enough: A Dice Roller Story'.

If you had only six months 
left to live, what would 
you do with the time?
Take my enemies with me.

What is your favorite vehicle?

The RB-79 Ball.

When cheese gets its picture 
taken, what does it say?
Nothing. Cheese can't 
talk. That's just silly.

If it’s true that we are here 
to help others, then 
what exactly are the 
others here for?
To conquer Westeros. That's 
why we need every able-
bodied man on the Wall!

Ever wonder what the 
speed of lightning would 
be if it didn’t zigzag?

Well I didn't before...

If 4 out of 5 people suffer 
from diarrhea does that mean 
the fifth one enjoys it?
Well, according to the internet...

Have you ever imagined a world 
with no hypothetical situations?
Yes. It is a cold, mirthless place.
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The UndergroUnd 
howling Scene

Background                                            

The premise behind this adventure is a goblinoid campaign 
where the various goblinoids have gathered together and 
begun a war host to do Maglubiyet’s will. After the large 
warband has taken over a keep, the group is called before the 
Warleader. The group is then tasked with finding the war host’s 
Nilbog (Goblin Jester possibly possessed by a trickster spirit/
god) that has “borrowed” by the use of booyahg, Neckbiter 
the Warleader’s Worg partner. The group must find the Worg 
before the next morning or suffer the consequences.

A D&D 5e Encounter by Vallesh for Levels 2-3 in a 
goblinoid PCs adventure or a world where players interact 
with Hobgoblins. Though this can easily be altered 
to suit other games by changing races presented.

advenTure
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Lead Up                                   

The group has had to search the 
castle that the warband has occupied for 
information on the Nilbog’s and worg’s 
location. From various clues, gossip, and 
palm greasing they managed to find 
enough evidence to point them in the right 
direction. They have headed to the castle’s 
lower levels, into the kitchen and down a 
set of stairs into a large cavernous room.

The Wine Cellar              
Sound echoes around this long barrel 

roofed room of stone and mortar, many 
goblinoids mill around, either in groups 
or on their own. Down the far end the 
party can just make out several worgs 
chained up and growling at each other. 
The motley assortment of goblinoids seem 
to be placing bets and pointing at the 
various assembled worgs. The party can 
hear numerous comments about Neckbiter 

and are excited to see his performance. 

The Nilbog’s Demand     
The party spots the Nilbog, he 

is hard to miss dressed up in garish 
green and pink, which must have been 
a lady of the castle’s dress originally. 
If the party approaches him and asks 
about Neckbiter. Read the following:

If the party attempts to convince 
the Nilbog otherwise are met with 
rebuffs and continued demands for 
the pot. He informs the group that he 
has already paid the entrance fee and 
the Worg is ready to perform. He says 
if they want Neckbiter back it is their 
job to make sure Neckbiter wins.
Time Limit: The competition is due to 
start in about 30 minutes so the group 
have time figure out how they can 
boost Neckbiter’s chance of winning. 

Information Gathering   

It does not take long either by talking to 
or listening to conversations to figure out 
that this is not in fact an underground worg 
fighting ring, as one might have excepted 
but rather an underground worg howling 
ring. The competition is to see which worg 
has the most fear inducing howl. This is not 
some cheap event where cheering of the 
crowd decides the winner, no this event 
has judges! The players can identify the 
judges though conversation with others.

Sclarg                                 
If the players approach the chamber pot 

they are greeted by a large nosed goblin, 
Sclarg, who asks them if they want to place 
a bet (which players can do if they wish). 

”I want the pot!” the Nilbog says 
pointing at the pot where the entrance 
fees and bets are placed. It is a white 
porcelain pot with a thin gold leaf rim, 
now filled with bits of money, precious 
jewels, special bones, and other 
assortment of goblinoid currency. 

”No, no, no! Not the stupid stuff 
in the pot I want the pot itself.” The 
closer you look the more you realised 
the pot is not just a pot but a chamber 
pot. ”Can you imagine serving the 
generals their meals from that! Just 
strolling out after they’ve finished and 
ladling second helpings out to them 
from it.” The Nilbog cackles manically. 
”So you will make sure Neckbiter 
wins the contest or you won’t be 
getting him back any time soon.”

Nilbogs are allowed to do practically 
whatever they want so they do not 
bring misfortune to the warband. 
This warband’s particular one 
loves practical jokes and causing 
mischief for the leaders.
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(Persuasion/Deception) DC by 5. A +50gp 
bribe gains auto access to Medium level. 
A +100gp gains auto access to High level.

Medium Level Information: 
Brief description of judge or worg, 
with their likes and dislikes.

High Level Information: 
Description of the judge or worg with 
hints at what would work well with 
them to get the best modifier. See 
modifier tables in relevant sections.

Sclarg’s Individual Dire 
Howling Event Judges    

There are 3 judges, they will critique 
each of the worg’s howl to find the one that 
will terrify others  (mainly Maglubiyet’s 

From Sclarg they can learn about the 
competition, judges, and worgs (See section 
“Sclarg’s Knowledge”). If players try to 
steal the chamber pot two large bugbears 
loom up from behind Sclarg, he gives you a 
warning. Trying again will initiate combat 
with the two bugbears (Bugbear Monster 
Manual 33), if in 5 rounds the players have 
not surrendered or knocked out the two 
bugbears and run off with pot, Slarg shouts 
”These guys are tryin’ ter nick yet loot! 
Get ‘em outta here.” This causes the rest 
of the crowd to gang up on the party and 
escort them out of the wine cellar and fail 
the encounter. Defeating the two bugbears 
still gains each party member 100XP.

Talking to Sclarg takes 10 minutes, 
minus this from the time remaining 
before the competition starts.

Sclarg’s Knowledge
Sclarg is a clever and knowledgeable 

goblin, after all he’s running the event. He 
is happy to explain the competition and 
point out the judges but anything more he 
requires convincing. With two bugbears 
beside him he is hard to intimidate. 

Bribing Sclarg is an effective means 
of getting information. A 10gp bribe 
lowers Charisma (Persuasion/Deception) 
DC by 2. A 11-50gp lowers Charisma 

Check Mid Level High Level
Charisma 
(Persuasion)

DC12 DC16

Charisma 
(Deception)

DC12 DC16

Charisma 
(Intimidation)

DC20 DC25

enemies) the most. The players can try to 
influence the judges to improve Neckbiter’s 
chance of winning. Each attempt to affect 
a judge takes 5 minutes. The party, can be 
split to convince multiple judges at once.

Convincing a 
S.I.D.H.E. Critic

The players can be creative about how 
to convince a judge. There is no definite way 
to affect them below is a few suggestions 
on what might be tried. The table shows 
the base DCs and the judging modifiers 
that come into play when judging begins.

Boglar, the goblin snob
Thinks he has the best ears of 
all those gathered here, they are 
exceptionally large, so praising him 
is the best way to convince him. 

Grothur, the sleepy bugbear mound
A mighty warrior but is extremely 
lazy. A worg howl invigorates him 
for battle. He is not one for fancy 
words but is very superstitious. 

Yantax, the honour bound hobgoblin
Is like most hobgoblins, polite 
and respectful but ready to kill 
for any insult, be careful. 
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Judge Check or Other DC Judging Modifier

Boglar Charisma (Persuasion/
Performance) praising him

DC10 +3

Charisma (Intimidation) DC12 +2 on success, 
-1 on fail

Bribe +10gp +2
Grothur Charisma (Deception) DC14 +2

Intelligence (Religion) DC12 +3 for success, 
-2 for fail

Weapon Gift Giving a typical 
Rogue weapon

+2

Yantax Charisma (Persuasion) on Honour DC14 +2
Intelligence (History) / Charisma 
(Deception) on Banner

DC12 +3 for success, 
-2 for fail

Reminding that worg is Warleader’s N/A +2

Worgs                                  

There are 5 worgs. The party can gain 
access to Neckbiter thanks to the Nilbog 
vouching for them. However, getting close 
to the others requires a Dexterity (Stealth) 
check DC 13 to not be noticed by their 
owner or another suitable distraction. 
It takes 5 minutes to affect a worg, see 
table for suggested modifiers on worgs.

Neckbiter
The warleader’s worg, strong, loyal 
and probably under some goblin 
booyahg enchantment. Stands taller 
than all the other worgs, black 
fur with white tipped mane. 

Lunggobbler
Older going slightly gray. (Has 
an automatic -1 bonus to judging 
score roll due to age)

Art by LadyofHats, used under Creative Commons CC0 1.0
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Belex the gaunt
Thin, almost skeletal, howl is much like 
a high-pitched wailing ghost. (Has an 
automatic +1 bonus to judging score roll)

Gabber
Youngest, a scraggly black mane, it 
that can be heard making yipping 
noises, owned by a trio of goblins. 

Deathhowl
Current champion, misty grey, with deep 
black eyes. Its chest is wider than other 
worgs, probably giving it more power. (Has 
an automatic +2 bonus to judge score roll)

Sclarg’s Individual          
Dire Howling Event        

After the time has run out the 
competition will begin. The judges take 
their place at the far end of the wine cellar 
and the central area is cleared as a stage, 
the crowd gathers. Sclarg introduces his 
Individual Dire Howling Event or S.I.D.H.E 
for short and calls forth the first worg. 

S.I.D.H.E Mechanics
Each worg is graded by the judges 

after they howl. Be sure to describe the 

Check or Other DC Judging Modifier

Wisdom (Animal 
Handling)

DC12 +1 Neckbiter, -1 other worgs

Poison worg Poison vs worg Constitution 
check (CON +1)

-2 to other worgs

Injure worg Attack vs AC 13 -2 to other worgs, also provokes 
an attack from worg

Spells DC checks contested by worg If positive +2 Neckbiter, if 
negative -2 to other worgs

howl (you can even add recordings), 
the wine cellar has fantastic acoustics 
so the howls will totally fill it.

Mechanics
Take each of worgs then roll 3 d10s, 

one for each judge. To each of the rolls 
add the modifiers from the groups antics 
per worg and per judge. Average together 
the 3 judges rolls for the worg scores to 
get that worg’s final score. The winner 
is the one with the highest score. 

Rewards                              

If Neckbiter wins the event the 
group is praised by the Nilbog and 
get given the worg to escort to the 
Warleader. They also receive half the 
goods in the chamber pot with a worth 
of 150gp. Each character gains 150 XP. 

If neckbiter loses they can try 
to convince the winner to give 
them the chamber pot (DC 16 any 
Charisma skill check), if not they must 
find another way to get Neckbiter 
back. The adventure continues.
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Battle Grid
game Tools

Jochem has been working 
on a Battle Grid Tool for PbP 
games. He mainly wrote it for 
himself, but it can prove really 
useful for a wide variety of 
games and combat situations. 
Jochem has made it completely 
free to use. Get the download 
link here. Java 9 is rquired 
to run the application at the 
moment, though Jochem is 
working on a standalone 
program. Be sure to leave your 
feedback on the thread. It will 
help him improve it further.

FeaTures:

 » Keep track of everyone's HP.

 » Keep track of everyone's 
initiative with automatic ordering.

 » Give everyone neat avatars 
with relative ease and put 
them on the battle grid.

 » Avatars can have different 
sizes on the battle grid.

 » Hide the HP of enemies to 
keep the players guessing 
where they're at.

 » You can define custom statuses/
conditions, e.g., a character 
may be prone, poisoned, 
unconscious, or whatever.

 » Easy uploading to imgur with a 
simple mouse click! Or just save 
the image to your hard disk.

 » Change the colors of the 
grid and legend to suit the 
style/theme of your game.

 » Set a background 
image for your grid.

 » Need multiple copies of the 
same enemy? No problem! 
Just click duplicate.

https://www.rpgcrossing.com/showthread.php?p=7862887#post7862887
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stat Block Tables
 by Gaijin

game Tools

I've built a couple versions of stat blocks 
for anyone who would like to keep track 
of their important stats and skills within 
their posts. Feel free to use them as is 
or let me know if you need something 
special. No guarantees that I'll follow up, 

but I may have time to do a little custom 
work for those who need a hand. 

Follow this link to grab the tables. 
Just press ‘Quote’ to copy, then modify 
with your own character’s stats.

original
(Minor conflict with Mobile 
skin. Works fine on mobile 
devices using normal skins)

original
(Minor conflict with Mobile 
skin. Works fine on mobile 
devices using normal skins)

https://www.rpgcrossing.com/showthread.php?t=182825
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slim 
(Recommended)

slim 
(Text only)
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slim 
(Icons)

varianT
(Personal preference, 
no language category)
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I’ve dabbled lately into the gaming 
aspects of intimidation with a player 
character, and it has led me to wonder 
about good, old-fashioned insults. If you 
are going to intimidate someone, an 
excellent way to do so is to insult them.

With that in mind, I took a look at 
some old-fashioned insults, words 
and phrases that have fallen through 
the cracks of time, and I am happy 
to present some for you. So, the next 
time you feel the need to insult the 
castle guard, the king’s vizier, that 
pirate, or the Klingon in the spaceship 
a few parsecs from you, try these 
out, and see how they work.

afTernoon farmer
A laggard; a farmer who 
rises late and is behind in his 
chores; hence, anyone who 
loses his opportunities.

clack-Box
An excessive, incessant 
talker or chatterer. 

chicken-hearTed
Cowardly, fearful.

cow-handed
Awkward.

deaTh’s head upon 
a mop-sTick
A poor, miserable, 
emaciated fellow.

duke of limBs
A tall, awkward fellow.

friBBle
A trifler, idler, good-for-nothing 
fellow; silly and superficial.

spice 
up your 
Game
by Dirkoth

game Tools
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polTroon
An utter coward.

raTTlecap
An unsteady, volatile person.

shaBBaroon
An ill-dressed shabby fellow; 
also, a mean-spirited person.

slug-a-Bed
Parasite; one that cannot 
rise in the morning. 

sneaksBy
A mean-spirited fellow; a 
sneaking, cowardly man.

wrinkler
A person prone to lying.

Bespawler
A slobbering person, who 
spits when he talks

cumBerground
Someone who is so useless, they 
just serve to take up space. 

dalcop
A particularly stupid person. 

gadaBouT
A person who moves restlessly 
or aimlessly from one social 
activity or place to another; a 
trapesing gossip; a housewife 
seldom seen at home, but very 
often at her neighbor’s doors.

gasser
Braggart.

genTleman of 
four ouTs
When a vulgar, blustering 
fellow asserts that he is a 
gentleman, the retort generally 
is, “Yes, a gentleman of four 
outs,” that is, without wit, 
money, credit, and manners.

gollumpus
Large, clumsy fellow.

grumBleTonian
A discontented person; one who 
is always railing at the times.

nigmenog
A very silly fellow.

ninnyhammer
A simpleton.

dew-BeaTer
A clumsy or awkward person.

gnashgaB
Someone who only ever 
seems to complain. 

goBermouch
Nosy, prying person who 
likes to interfere in other 
people’s business. 

mumBlecrusT
A toothless beggar. 

QuisBy
Shirking from work 

or lazing around. 

raggaBrash
A disorganized or 
grubby person. 

sorner
Mooching or sponging; 
someone who unappreciatively 
lives off other people.

sTampcraB
A heavy-footed, clumsy person. 

yaldson
literally, the son of a prostitute.
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A common question among those that stick around RPGX 
for a bit is "How can I give back a little to the community?"

Probably the best way, of course, is simply to become 
a Community 
Supporter. For 
a few bucks a 
month, you get 
a lot of benefits, 
AND you help 
support the 
entire platform 
here at RPGX. 

RPG Crossing 
uses revenue 
from Community 
Supporter 
memberships 
to defray 
administrative, 
hosting, hardware, 
software, and 
development 

costs incurred by the community. The administrative and 
moderator staff are amazing. But they are all volunteers. 
Not a penny of the site goes to their salary. It is truly 
a site run for gamers by gamers as a labor of love. 

Other ways to help support the site financially are through 
a simple, straight (one time or recurring) donation to 
the site; by buying books through our Recommended 

Reads page; or by starting your 
Amazon.com shopping through the 
Smiles.Amazon.com program and 
selecting RPGX as your choice. 

But not everyone is in a position 
to support the site financially, and 
we understand that. Remember 
those volunteers that serve as 
moderators and admins? We always 
need more volunteers! Even if you 
don't have the time to dedicate that 
a being moderator requires, we 
can use your time in many ways 
and places. Have you thought about 
just popping over into the New 
Member Introduction Thread, and 
simply saying "hello" and greeting 
newcomers? No cost involved, and 
you can come by anytime, say "Hi" 
to as many people as you want, and 
help set a very warm and welcoming 
tone for our community with your 
efforts. And who knows, you may 
meet some interesting people!

Want to go further? If you are an 
experienced DM, we could use 
your help in the New Player Solo 
Games thread, running games for 
our newest gamers. If you like to 

How 
Can I 
Help?
by Dirkoth
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write, we can always use your talents on 
the staff of our very own Explosive Runes, 
and you could also find a nice home in 
the Library section of our site, helping 
with the Short Story Competitions. Even 
just popping in every month and judging 
is a great way to give a little back. The 
authors and staff of the Library would 
love to have your vote and opinions!

The RPG Sourcebook is always taking 
volunteers to help create, edit, and organize 
material for gamers. Contact JJ Wolven for 
more information on how you can help 
there, with just your time and ideas.

And lastly, all of our various contests 
and competitions ALWAYS need help 
from volunteers, from Outplay and 
Iron DM, to Post of the Month. Whether 
it's helping behind the scenes or from 
right in front of the crowd, we can't run 
this site, and have all the fun we have, 
without help. And we always need help.

So, if what's been bugging you is 
"how can I give back a little?", here's 
a bunch of ways. Check them out, 
and see if one is right for you. 

There is a thread in the Games Seeking 
Players forum dedicated to games 
that don't require an application 
process -- they just invite you in!

Check out the Continuous 
Recruitment Games thread!

Typically, these are sandbox games 
where folks can come in at any point 
and begin to play quickly. There 
are also arena-type games, where 
Player-vs-Player competitions can 
occur, as well as Player-vs-Monster 
battles. If you are just looking to roll 
some die and get some Role-play 
going, you might check them out!

Did you 
know? 

https://www.rpgcrossing.com/showthread.php?t=177318

